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ABSTRACT
A CASE STUDY OF WOMEN AND THEIR PHILANTHROPIC ROLES AT THE
GIRL SCOUT COUNCIL OF ST. CROIX VALLEY

Stephanie Mary Lauinger Pommier
September 1, 2003

Thesis

x

Non-thesis (ML597) Project

lncreasingly, women of every race and ethnicity are moving into

professional roles as business owners, doctors and leaders in the community.
Women's philanthropy is important and the need to understand women as
leaders in philanthropy in the decades ahead will intensify.
To understand the nature of women's philanthropy, it is essential to
answer the following questions. What motivates women to give of their time and
money to non-profit organizations? Why is philanthropy important to women?

What makes Girl Scout philanthropy unique?
This study explores what motivates women to be involved in a
philanthropic role at the Girl Scout Council of St. Croix Valley. Ten individuals
were interviewed for this study. The results from the interuiews clarified that
woman's motivations for giving time, money, and leadership to Girl Scouts were
consistent with four out of the Six C's of Women's Giving identified from a
previous study conducted by Shaw & Taylor (1995).
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INTRODUGTION

Women have been involved in philanthropy for charities and non-profit
organizations for decades. The role of women in philanthropy is not new.

Throughout United States history, women have worked passionately to make a
difference in thousands of causes by giving of their time, money, and leadership.
This case study explores what motivates women to give. Specifically, it
examines the motivations for philanthropic involvement in the Girl Scout Council

of St. Croix Valley (GSCSCV). The participants in this case study were selected
from the GSCSCV database based on their history of giving time and money to
the organization. The participants were also selected because they participate in
a leadership and/or volunteer role in the organization. The procedure used to
gather data for this study was one-on-one interuiews with ten female adult Girl
Scout members.

The study's purpose was to learn about the motivating factors that inform
women's philanthropic decisions. The results of their comments may suggest
new information and/or confirm the motivating factors of women's giving and
heighten awareness about their role in philanthropy.

On March 12, 1912, Juliette Gordon Low, founder of the Girl Scouts, held
her first meeting enrolling sixteen girls in a new program called Girl Scouts
(Shultz & Lawrence, 1988, p. 306). Juliette was determined to achieve this new
Girl Scout movement for girls and women. She prided herself on her eccentricity

and stubbornness. She drove on the right side of the road in England and on the
left in America. Juliette studied palm reading and wore real vegetables in her
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hats. She used these qualities to show Victorian girls that their lives could be
whatever they dared to accomplish.
For the first time, parents were allowing their daughters to be introduced to

outdoor life, sports, medicine, architecture, nature and much more. Juliette
wanted young women to think big. She wanted opportunities to be available for
l

all girls. Whether it was to have an education, career and/orfamily, Juliette

wanted to help ensure these experiences and dreams were turned into a reality.
She inspired many girls to experience new possibilities to learn leadership and
self-determination skills,
The activities of Girl Scouts were considered radical in 1912. Juliette was
encouraging girls to earn badges in electrical work, farming, interpreting, and

telegraphy. Juliette shared her Girl Scout vision with many individuals. They did
not see the possibility that this organization would turn into a success because
"southern ladies were expected to do nothing more strenuous than sit on a

cushion and sew a fine seam" (Shultz & Lawrence, 1988, p. 321). Juliette was
confident in her vision to empower girls to think of themselves as capable of
becoming doctors, architects, or pilots, and able to

sulive

in the

wild. Girl

Scouts created enormous advances in what girls were being allowed to

experience and, as a result, broadened their skills. lmagine a woman in her
fifties, with no great fortune left to her and challenged by her deafness, setting
out to create the movement called Girl Scouts.
Juliette was the leading philanthropist in the growth and success of the
Girl Scout organization in the United States. She spent every waking hour
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sharing her message about Girl Scouts and recruited thousands of members
throughout the United States. Choate and Feris stated in her biography, "above
all, she had a vision, not the nebulous dream of the vaguely well intended, but

the clear-cut picture of what Girl Scouting would mean for our American girls, and
for the peace of the scattered nations" (1946, p. 61).

ln 1914, Juliette's funds were running low, because contributions from
overseas were cut heavily with the start of World War

I.

Previous to the war,

Juliette was receiving funds from her friend Lord Baden-Powell, founder of Boy

Scouts, and Miss Agnes Baden-Powell, founder of Girl Guides oversees (Shultz
& Lawrence, 1988, p. 299). The limited funds did not hold Juliette back from her

dream. She was determined to see that her founding of the Girl Scout
organization in the United States would continue. In order for Juliette to support
the movement for another year, she sold her pearls. By 1916, membership in
Girl Scouts reached 7,000 members (Shultz & Lawrence, 1988, p. 327).
Unfortunately, the war was continuing to place a burden on the financial
resources for the Girl Scouts. For four years, Juliette paid all expenses:travel,
hotel, salaries, patent registrations, uniforms, handbooks, and rent for the
national headquarters, along with all other start-up costs (Shultz & Lawrence,
1988, p. 342). Disappointingly, there are no records stating the exact dollar

amount Juliette invested to establish the Girl Scout organization.
Juliette was very conscientious, ensuring nothing in her house would go to

waste. For example, any guests visiting Juliette were told that lights do not go
on in the household until it was clearly after dark. She did this to save a few
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pennies on the energy bill. Guest or no guest, Juliette reserved tea cakes even if

they were dry or stale. She would not bake fresh ones until the old tea cakes
were gone. Juliette was strong-minded in her efforts to save every penny to
supporl Girl Scouts.
Juliette Gordon Low displayed her commitment to create a lasting legacy.
Juliette said, "l've got something for the girls of Savannah and all America and all
the world. We're going to start it tonight" (Shultz & Lawrence, 1988, p. 305).
Juliette was determined to ensure the Girl Scout organization would include all

girls, regardless of race, ethnicity, physical ability, socio-economic status, and/or
religion; she was committed to organizing a movement that welcomed all girls.
Because of her determination and dedication, Girl Scouts has served nearly 50
million girls over the past 90 years (GSUSA, 2002). Today, in the twentieth
century, Girl Scouts serues as the world's largest preeminent non-profit

organization dedicated solely to girls.
The story of Juliette Gordon Low, founding Girl Scouts in 1912, illustrates
one example of how women have led the way in creating a philanthropic

tradition. Today, Girl Scouts exists as an organization that continues to be
supported by a network of female volunteers and donors.
There are many inspirational stories of women making a difference in a
variety of organizations. Today, more than ever, finding these stories is quite

easy, because increasingly,women of every race and ethnicity are assuming
leadership roles. Many women are business owners, doctors, and leaders in the

community. Women are holding leadership positions in profit and non-profit

Lr-
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organizations. The advancement of women has expanded the number of women
involved in philanthropy beyond those giving because of inherited wealth.
According to the Women's Philanthropy lnstitute twPll report, Facts about
Women, Wealth and Giving, prior to the 1980's philanthropy was defined and
practiced primarily by men (WPl, 2001). As a result of women becoming better
educated, joining the work force, and increasing their earnings, women have

become important donors to organizations.
Today, women are reshaping the culture of American philanthropy. Thus,
it is important to understand more about women's philanthropy. ln order to
sustain and grow contributions to the Girl Scout organization, it is critical to learn

what motivates and inspires women to support the Girl Scout organization. lt is
also beneficial to document new stories from current women philanthropists in
order to preserve Girl Scout philanthropy beyond Juliette Gordon Low for
generations to come.

LITURATURE REVIEW
Women and philanthropy is increasingly becoming a topic of interest
among non-profits especially for development professionals. The amount of
literature and research referring to women and philanthropy is somewhat limited

to the past twenty years. The research found on women and philanthropy, is
dominated by reports based on anecdotal evidence from focus groups and
personal interuiews. Overall, empirical or quantitative evidence to validate the
claims and conclusions of women's philanthropy is extremely incomplete.
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This Iiterature review is divided into five sections that provide evidence,
research, and background information supporting the research question: What
motivates women to give time, money, and leadership to the GSCSCV? Section

one provides statistical facts referring to the increase of wealthy women in

America. Section two identifies behaviors and trends of women's giving based
on findings from focus groups. Section three provides statistical information
based on a national volunteer survey. Section four recognizes the changes

taking place in the women's philanthropic movement. Section five identifies
research completed by Girl Scouts USA, based on a focus group and a pilot
project on Girl Scouts, women and philanthropy.
For the purposes of this case study the focus on philanthropy and

philanthropist is based on the following definitions. According to the Oxficrd
English Dictiona4y, the word philanthropy is derived from the Greek language and
literally means "love of humankind" (Gary & Kohner, 2002, p. 17). A Plan of
One's Ouvn: A Women's Guide to Philanthropy, defines philanthropy as "a
contribution of voluntary time or money from a group or individual given to an
organization for the causes of poverty or social justice" (Beaudoin-Schwartz,

O'Ridan, & Miller, 2003, p. 38).
The word philanthropist has developed a variety of connotations,

stereotypes, and assumptions associating philanthropists to only wealthy

individuals. According to the Oxford English Dictionary,a philanthropist is "one
who from love of his fellow men exerts himself for their well-being; engages in
practical benevolence towards men in general" (Gary & Kohner, 2002, p. 17).

Augsburg Collegn Library
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Based on this definition there is no mentioned activity or dollar amount
associated with one who can be considered a philanthropist. Whether an
individual is ten years old or one hundred years old and gives five dollars or a
million dollars, if his or her intent is to give out of caring, he or she is a
philanthropist (Gary & Kohner,2002, p. 17). It is the inner values one associates

with his or her gift (not the dollar amount) that establishes true philanthropic
intent.

Wealth of Women in America
The Women's Philanthropy lnstitute [WPl] compiled these facts about the wealth
of women in America (WPl, 2001).

.

There were almost 1 .6 million female top wealth holders in 1995 with a
combined net worth of over $2.2 trillion. The average net worth for the
group was $1.38 million, slightly higher than for male wealth holders, and
the females carried less debt (lRS publication: Statistics of lncome
Bulletin, Winter 1 999-2000).

o

ln 1999, women generated $2.1 trillion in earnings (US Census Bureau).

a

ln 1999 there were 9.1 million women-owned firms, employing almost 28
million people and generating over $3.6 trillion in sales (National
Foundation forWomen Business Owners, 1999).
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a

Over half of high net worth women business owners and executives
contribute in excess of $25,000 annually to charity, including 19% who
contribute $100,000 or more (National Foundation forWomen Business
Owners, April 2000).

a

At Ieast $41 trillion will be passing from one generation to the next by 2044
(Schervish & Havens, Boston College Social Welfare Research Institute,
l eee).

.

Women outlive men by an average of 7 years. An estimated 85-90% of
women are left in charge of family financial affairs (Bolton, Merrill Lynch,
l eee).

As women continue to generate more of their own income and the number
of women in the upper financial ranks increases, women clearly have a higher
potential to give. Women are controlling great wealth in this country and yet
records from America's Charitable Giving show that women have often been a
hidden constituency in philanthropy. Therefore, it is necessary to focus on the
patterns and the motivating factors of women's giving.

There is also an educational piece that coincides with women learning
how to manage their money. After finishing a $30 million capital campaign at the
College of St. Benedict (CSB), a Catholic liberal arts college for women, Gigi

Fourre' Schumacher concluded that they had to take the time to educate women
about their giving strategies. "We learned we had to take the time to talk to
women to think big and think about giving...they can make a difference with their

t4

dollars" (Thorson 1996, p. 12). Siobhan O'Riordan, Director of Giving New
England in Boston, states from her experiences in working with women donors,
"The trend of women getting more involved in philanthropy is pretty exciting stuff'
(Ford, 2001). O'Riordan, expresses that because women are increasing their
philanthropic dollars they are also learning about different money strategies and
options of giving through trusts, wills, and estate planning (Ford, 2001). lt is time

to reassess strategies and teach women about the benefits of giving not only
through their volunteer time but also the importance of their leadership and
financial support.

Behaviors and Trends of Women Givinq
The Women's Philanthropy lnstitute (WPl, 2001) compiled these facts
about women's giving in America:

o

ln March of 2000, The National Foundation for Women Business Owners
surveyed 200 business owners and found that 56% of the respondents
made a philanthropic gift to educational programs and 42o/o give to

women-related causes (Greer, 2000).

.

An American Demographic study on consumer trends found that
percent of wom*n

,r,

BG

that "feeling strongly about a cause, triggers their

interest in giving" (Ford, 2001).
As stated in A Plan of One's Ourn: A Women's Guide to Philanthropy,
Women's Philanthropy is "considered by some to be the next frontier of the
women's movement. Women's giving builds on the tradition of volunteerism and
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is empowered with women's financial resources" (Beaudoin-Schwartz,

O'Riordan, & Miller, 2003, p. 3g).
A study by Dr. Joan Fisher, specialist on women's philanthropy, repoded
that 58% of women versus 42% of men worry about their finances. Therefore, it
is important to focus on educating women on personal finance and clarify
opportunities that do not diminish their immediate income. Women can leave an

enormous impact on an organization with a gift of an annuity, trust, insurance,
bequest, estate, or gift of stock (Whitley & Staples, 1997, p. 5).

Carroll Mollner, Co-Founder and Executive Director of the National
Network of Women's Funds in Saint Paul, Minnesota, advised that "women must
be educated about the power that their money can have to improve society.
Women want to give more when they understand the power they have as a result

of it" (Whitley & Staples, 1997, p. 5). lt should be a priority of nonprofit
organizations to inform donors of the need for their financia! support and
educating donors how individual gifts are used to benefit the organization. lt is

often more compelling when the organization has a specific story to share, with
examples, so that the donor can relate to the organization's mission and the
need for a financial gift.

Studies show that women want to identify with the organization in which
they are participating. Women want to support programs that have an immediate
impact on women and girls (Whitley & Staples, 1997, p.

6).

Research shows that

women are more likely to be involved in philanthropic efforts as a way to show
human caring, express their moral beliefs, help others, or express gratitude for
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their own good fortune (Newman, 2000, p. 2B). They are also "more likely to give
over larger periods of time and to give a higher portion of their income" (Whelan,

200[

p.

3). lt would be in the best interest

of an organization to help women

identify and envision what can be accomplished from their volunteer, leadership
and giving efforts. Organizations could also benefit greatly by taking the time to
share and educate the community about the financia! needs of the organization.

Therefore individuals know how to further invest in their local community
organization.

ln 1992, the University of California at Los Angeles [UCLA] organized
focus groups to study the motivational behavior of women giving to the university.
Criteria for participation in the study included women at a gift level defined by a
single gift or cumulative giving of $25,000 or above, significant volunteer

experience, and a connection to UCLA as a donor or alumna. A total of 285
women were approached to pafticipate in the study,76 agreed to participate in
the focus groups. A summary of the focus group findings follows (UCLA, 1997):

.

All of the women participants give to organizations where they have
passion.

.

Many of these women give based on tradition; watching their mother's

give made an impact.

.

For many of the participants their primary motivation for choosing a
particular organization was based on individual interest.

.

Many of the women often volunteered first for the organization. Once they
felt trust had been established, they made a donation.
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r

Some women expressed their motivation for giving was because they

were recipients of services or UCLA graduates and now wanted to give
back to the organization.

.

For most of the women their decisions on how much to give was

influenced by how they were asked to participate in the organization and
the amount of funds they had available at the time.

.

Many of the respondents expressed that attention to detai! when
processing their gifts is extremely important. If errors and omissions occur
in their recognition such as addressing the Ietter to their husband, they

immediately discontinue giving to an organization.

.

Financial and estate planning are extremely important and many women

found it absolutely necessary. Most respondents participating in the focus
groups have included philanthropy in their estate plans.

.

lt was important for all of the respondents to have regular contact from the

organization and receive specific information on programs they were
su

r

pporting.

Many of the women seek acknowledgment for their gifts as well as

positive interactions with the organization such as: being invited to
campus for tours and informa! Iunches with the president.
Overall, these focus groups at UCLA, shared a lot of detailed information

on some of the behaviors of women donors. lt is important to note the most
common theme from the UCLA focus groups was the need to feel connected to
the organization. lt is imperative to recognize how women donors want to be
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treated, to pay close attention to detail in the gift processing, show signs of
appreciation for their gift, and include discussion on estate planning options.

ln 1991, Sondra Shaw and Martha Taylor began their study of women and
philanthropy and over the course of a few years, they interviewed 150 women.
Shaw and Taylor conducted focus groups, workshops and discussions to
investigate women's philanthropy. Based on their findings (1995), Shaw and

Taylor identified six factors that motivate women to give. They named these the
Srx C's of Women's Giving. change, create, connect, commit, collaborate, and

celebrate. Change is ranked as the top motivating factor. Women identified
"making a difference" (p. 88) as their main reason for giving. The need to create,

was identified as wanting to develop an opportunity for someone who might not
othenruise be able to experience the program created for them. They have a

"desire to create things that will live far beyond their lifetime" (p. B9). Connect is

the need to "feel connected with an organization when they give money" (p. 90).

Commit is demonstrated through volunteer efforts. ln the interviews women said
that they were never asked or expected to contribute because of their volunteer

efforts. By not asking these women who are most committed to the mission of
the organization an opportunity is lost, both for the volunteers and the
organization (p. 93). Gollaborate is a key element for saving time and money.
Collaborating with other groups or programs...to create partnerships avoids

duplication, competition, and a wasteful use of resources (p. 95). Gelebrate is
defined as the need to have one's achievements recognized and to "make giving
fun through celebrations" (p. 96).
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Both the UCLA and Shaw/Taylor studies tell a story about giving

experiences of women donors. The behaviors of women donors are not yet
validated by empirical evidence. The giving habits of women are known only
through history, interviews and recorded donor information. These studies also
helped to identify the affluence of American women's philanthropy and the need

to educate others on the potential of women's philanthropy.

Philanthropv and Volunteeri no
The Women's Philanthropy lnstitute (WPl, 2001) compiled these facts about

women volunteering in America:

.

Women business owners in the US are more likely than men
entrepreneurs to participate in volunteer activities and to encourage their
employees to volunteer (National Foundation for Women Business
Owners, April 2000).

a

Women are more likely to volunteer than are men . 620/0 of women and
49% of men volunteered in 1998. Volunteers make larger contributions -

on average, two and a half times more than non-volunteers (lndependent
Sector/Gallop, 1999).
Based on the National Foundation for Women Business Owners [NFWBO]
survey, women entrepreneurs are highly motivated philanthropists and are more
likely than men to participate in leadership roles for a charity organization
(NFWBO, 2000). NFWBO completed a national survey of 226 women and 235
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men business owners. Responses to the question, "How often do you volunteer
in this capacity?" were:

Activity

Women

Men

Board Advisory Group

46%

29%

Plan Event Fundraiser

34%

25%

Chair Event Fundraiser

26%

14%

Volunteer For Service Project

17%

1B%

This study by NFWBO shows that women volunteer at a higher rate than men. ln
the study, women volunteered at a higher percentage rate in three out of the four

categories. Overall, this study shows that women are more likely to use their
time volunteering in a leadership capacity rather than for a community service
project.

Women are well known for their roles in volunteering. lt is clearly shown
in the history of Girl Scouting that women have been volunteering for decades.

Women volunteer as a way of giving back to society. The hours an individual
donates to an organization results in an enormous cost savings for an

organization. The Bureau of Labor Statistics, December 2002, report "estimated
59 million Americans gave of their time as volunteers during a year-long period,
giving an average of 52 hours of volunteer work per year" (Watson, 2003).
Comparing these volunteer hours at the Federal minimum wage of $5.15 per
hour, this volunteer seruice adds up to $15.8 billion in volunteer labor. Nonprofit

2t

organizations rely heavily on volunteers and many would cease to exist without
volunteer support.
The statistics on women giving their volunteer time are overwhelming. ln

a 1999 report by the lndependent Sector/Gallop, 62 percent of women volunteer
their time compared to 49 percent of men. The Bureau of Labor Statistics,
December 2002, reports volunteering was more prevalent among women at 31.1
percent versus men at 23.8 percent (Watson, 2003), Doris Rubenstein, principal
consultant with PDP Services, shares her viewpoint in the local Minneapolis/St.

Paul Business Journal (2001), Bridging the Philanthropy Gap, where she writes,

'When combining the cash and the value of volunteer hours, successful
businesswomen are leaving their male counterparts eating their dust (gold dust,

that is!)".
For many individuals the time spent volunteering for an organization is
often more rewarding than writing a check. Gigi Schumacher shares that women
tell her "anybody can write a check" (Thorson, 1996); it is what you can give back
to the organization that matters. Volunteering is important to women because
they want to be involved in the organization to which they are giving their money.
While volunteering for an organization does not pay the operating expenses in

many non-profits, volunteers are vital to the success of the organization.
Statistics clearly show that volunteering is at the heart of women's
philanthropic capacity. Even though more women are entering the workforce,
they continue to volunteer and stay involved in organizations that inspire them.
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Volunteering is an important part of engaging women in the full philanthropic
experience.

Ghanqes in Women's

P h ilanth

rotrv

Based on Whitley & Staples (1997) study, it is expected that during the
next twenty years:

.
.

Over B trillion dollars will be inherited by post WWll baby boomers.
Many of the heirs of wealthy men will be their daughters and wives
because women have an average lifespan of seven years longer than
men.

.

According to the IRS 41.2 percent of the 3.3 million Americans reporting
incomes of half a million dollars are women and this is expected to

continually increase.
Claudia Dreifus (1994) identifies the increase of women's philanthropy
"a movement

- a kind of mini-revolution - shaking up the usually

sedate

philanthropic world...call it the New Feminist Philanthropy". According to the
National Network of Women's Funds, ten years ago only a handfu! of non-profits

were raising money for women's causes. Today, there are more than 100
women's funds identified in the United States (Skinner, 2003).
Whether or not non-profit organizations are on top of the changing future,
the growth and changing face of women's philanthropy is taking place. Several
groups of women throughout the United States are creating circles of female
funding groups. The emerging models of Women's Giving Networks are often
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identified as Women's Donor Circles or Women's Giving Circles (Gary & Kohner,

2002). These circles are often pooled funds with defined areas of interest for

a

cause that may have gone unnoticed in the past. "As we each reevaluate what

moves us to give our time, our energy and our money, we should consider the
collective power of collaborating with other woman to be agents of change"
states Shelley Goldseker (2003), an inspired philanthropist with the Baltimore

Women's Giving Circle.

Women involved in Giving Circles aggregate their wealth and then,
collectively, donate it to a targeted charitable foundation. Tokasz (1999), reports

in 1979, only five women's funds existed compared to 1999, when 95 were in

existence. Because more women's funds are in existence, women are educating
other women and the trend of women's giving is continuing to grow. Women's

philanthropy is not a one-time phenomenon

- it is a change in culture and here to

stay. Women creating Giving Circles and donor networks are a clear example
that women want to give back to organizations that are meaningful to them.

Girl Scouts and Philanthropy
Research on Girl Scouts and philanthropy is a priority for the National

organization. Focusing on women's giving and teaching philanthropy to the next
generation of women donors is necessary in order to continue the financial
growth of the organization. What are the motivating factors for female donors?
How is philanthropy learned? What are woman's attitudes towards giving?
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ln 1995, Girl Scouts USA conducted a focus group with three generous
women donors (dollar amount is not stated in the article). Through this focus
group it was indicated that these three women gave to Girl Scouts because they
wanted to make the world a better place through their philanthropy, create
positive change, and give to an organization that supports their values. They

want to see how their dollars are making a difference. They also want to learn
about what the organization is accomplishing because of their donation (GSUSA,

1995). Unfortunately, this study is limited by the sample size and the amount of
information that was documented from the focus group. There do not appear to
be any follow up studies with women involved in Girl Scouts.

ln 2000, Girl Scouts USA piloted a project about women and philanthropy
which focused on two objectives: to make Girl Scouting a priority for giving by
women and to begin educating the next generation of women donors through Girl
Scout activities in philanthropy. Bonnie Erbe, host of PBS's

Io

The Contrary,

shared three important philanthropy messages with Girl Scouts (GSUSA, 2000a):
1

.

2.

Women control

51 .3

percent of the wealth in this country.

Contrary to the popular belief that women are not in need of

charitable contributions, women represent more than fifty percent of
the poor.

3.

Women are a growing force in philanthropy. They impact change in
our society through their dollars in contributions, large and small.

Because of the pilot project Girl Scouts USA created a resource named
Strength in Sharing: Philanthropy in Girl Scoufs (2000b). This resource guide
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responds to the two Girl Scout objectives detailed in the pilot project. lt provides
activities to engage girls aged 5-17 in philanthropic awareness. The guide also

contains detailed information and additional resources for the adult leader.
Kay Vaughan, a well known, avid philanthropist at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison, shares that she learned as a young girl about giving
beginning with her years as a Girl Scout. Vaughan feels strongly about the need

to educate women about the importance of philanthropy and the social
responsibility to give back to the community (Connor, 2002).

GASE STUDY

The Master of Arts in Leadership (MAL) program inspires students to take
a closer look at themselves. Through coursework students are encouraged to
clarify what they are passionate about. The thesis and application projects also

give students an opportunity to identify what legacy they want to leave.
This author has developed a mission driven focus to help women and girls
learn about the importance of philanthropy. Through this project, this author
desires to teach women and girls of all ages that they can have an impact on an

organization. As a development associate with GSCSCV, the author has an
opportunity to explore women's philanthropy within the organization. The author

can use the information gained to help improve philanthropic strategies in fund

development. It is also a priority for the author to use this material to further
educate and involve more philanthropic women in the organization.
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Purpose of St udv
The purpose of this case study is to explore the motivations of women donors at
the GSCSCV. To the author's knowledge and research, no such study has been
done previously at the GSCSCV.
Women's philanthropy and Girl Scouting go hand in hand. Since 1912
when Juliette Gordon Low created the organization, millions of women volunteers
have developed and will continue to develop the organization. The values of
philanthropy are embedded in the Girl Scout Mission, Promise, Law and Program

Goals (GSUSA, 2003). The Girl Scout Mission is to "inspire girls with the highest
ideals of character, conduct, patriotism, and service" (p.
Promise includes "to help people at all times" (p.

7). The Girl Scout

7). The Girl Scout Law states,

"l will do my best to make the world a better place...to be a sister to every Girl
Scout" (p. 7). The fourth Girl Scout Program Goal is "girls will contribute to the
improvement of society" (p. 7).
It seems reasonable to suggest that the women who support the

GSCSCV, first and foremost, believe in the Girl Scout mission. Second, they

believe in the purpose and values of the organization in which they are leading,
devoting their volunteer time, and contributing funds. Third, they want to make a

difference in an organization that supports girls and women. The findings of this
study will clarify the understanding of what inspires these women to participate in
philanthropy at Girl Scouts. The findings could also be useful to other Girl Scout

council's and other nonprofit organizations in their efforts to improve fund
development i nitiatives.
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The results of this study may help break the stereotypes that people identify
with women donors as "bake sale" fundraisers or "philanthropic widows". lt can
provide information to help continue educating women about the importance of

their philanthropic effort. lt may also challenge women who read this study to
give larger sums for the organizations they support.
For those in the development profession, women donors have become a

topic of keen interest. Development staff need to learn more about the emerging
potential of women to provide additional support and leadership for their

organizations. ln the development profession it is important to help women
recognize the power they hold to affect social change and help make a difference
in their communities. Therefore, it is necessary to Iearn about the motivation and

needs of women so that organizations can adapt their development approach,

techniques, and materials to meet the needs of women donors.

Research Questions
This study attempts to answer the following questions:

1. Why do women give time, money,

and leadership to the GSCSCV

organization?

2.

How do they feel about their efforts in giving time, money, and
leadership to the GSCSCV organization?

3.

What advice do they have for women to challenge their philanthropic
efforts in giving time, money and leadership to the GSCSCV
organization?
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4.

How have they benefited from their philanthropic activities at the
GSCSCV organization?

This study focused solely on women in philanthropy. lt does not compare
women's versus men's patterns of giving, differences in their styles or varying
levels of giving.
Further, this study focuses on women's philanthropy with the Girl Scouts.

The results of this study may repeat information previously stated from focus
groups that have asked similar questions of women involved with other

organizations. Many of the responses will be similar, but there will likely be
unique responses that coincide with the Girl Scout mission, promise, law,
program goals, and values of the Girl Scout organization.
Finally, the study focuses on women's philanthropy within one council of

the Girl Scouts. The author intends to use the results of this study in her role as a
development associate at the GSCSCV. Based on the responses, the author will
design and implement improvements in the giving program at the St. Croix Valley
Council.

Methodoloqv
This study employs a qualitative approach to learn about the
characteristics and motivating factors of female donors at the GSCSCV.
Specifically, it involves face-to-face interviews lasting 60 to 90 minutes. Prior to
the interview process, the researcher sought approval from the lnstitutional
Review Board

IRB]. The application is included in Appendix A. The IRB
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approval letter is included in Appendix B. The interview protocol is included in
Appendix C. The questions were based on the three philanthropic roles of:
volunteer, donor, and leader.

Sample
The sample for this study was 10 adult female members of GSCSCV. The
criteria for selecting the female donors were:

(1 )

they play a lead role in

volunteering for the organization and/or hold a leadership role in the organization.
(i.e., a leaderwas identified as an individual who is involved at the GSCSCV in a

leadership role as a staff or volunteer member of a council committee or the
council board of directors) and (2) they have donated a cumulative amount of
$5,000 or more to the organization.

To help ensure that the results are general, the qualified females were
identified based on the two criteria listed above. Twenty-two women qualified for

the study. ln order to ensure a random sample group the participant names were
drawn from a hat. The first ten drawn were selected to participate.

Procedu res
The researcher phoned each interviewee, explained the purpose of the
research study, and asked for their participation. Participants were ensured that

their names would be kept confidential to reduce potential risks and to ensure
more accurate responses. The time and day of the meeting was arranged at the

interviewee's convenience. The space for the meeting was selected for its
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comfort to the participant. The intent was to create an environment in which
participants felt they could answer the questions openly and honestly. Before the
interview began, the researcher explained the consent form (see Appendix D)

with each individual and asked her to sign in agreement. All ten individuals
drawn from the hat agreed to participate in the study. Prior to the interuiew each
participant was told that their participation in the study was optional and they
could choose to withdraw from the study at anytime. None of the participants
withdrew from the study.

RESULTS

This section describes the main themes, similarities, and comments from
the ten women who were interviewed. The responses from the pafiicipants are

categorized into the four areas of interuiew questions: gift giving, volunteering,
leadership and philanthropy.

Gift Givin q
To explore gift giving experiences, respondents were asked to tell about
their experiences in gift giving at GSCSCV: When did you start? Why GSCSCV?
What motivates/inspires you to give to GSCSCV? Has it changed over time?
How do you feel about your giving efforts to GSCSCV? What suggestions or
advice would you give other women about gift giving to GSCSCV?
During the interview session, all of the respondents shared that they
participated as a Girl Scout while they were growing up. Their experience as a
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girl participating in the Girl Scout program ranged from one year to eleven years
in the program. Four respondents shared that their strong connection to Girl

Scouts today is a result of their connection to the Girl Scout organization as a
young girl. One respondent shared that her giving experience increased as a
result of being involved with the organization in so many different capacities: "As
a young girl I had very positive experiences in Girl Scouts and it was important

for me to stay involved in Girl Scouts... The closer I became involved with Girl
Scouts the more my giving capacity increased to make a stretch gift versus a

comfoftable 9ift."
When women were asked to share their experiences in gift giving, all of
the responses were very positive and many had a story to share. All ten
respondents commented in some way about the importance of the Girl Scout
mission "to inspire girls with the highest ideals of character, conduct, patriotism

and seruice" (GSUSA,2003,p.7). One of the participants'responded, "l give
because of the mission of the organization. I hear so often that people give to

people. I want people to know and believe why they are giving to an
organization. The more we can inform our volunteers about our mission and its
critical need to support girls and share the message about how we are changing
the lives of girls, the more people we will get to support Girl Scouts." Another
participant stated, "l truly believe in the mission of Girl Scouts and the intent to do
something good for girls is what got my heart." The Girl Scout mission played a

very meaningful role for each of the respondents' connections to Girl Scouts.
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Many commented on the correlation between the mission and their own personal

values and beliefs.
Four out of ten respondents gave a gift to Girl Scouts without necessarily
being asked. These four respondents were involved in the organization at a
leadership level and saw the need and importance of giving a

gift. One individual

noted that she specifically recalls giving her first gift to the organization so
GSCSCV could purchase a slide projector. Another individual responded "when
made my first gift, I did not think about my intent a lot, ljust knew I had to give."
The four responses of giving a gift without being asked corresponded mainly with

the volunteer/leadership role they held in the organization. All respondents
mentioned in some way that their role in the organization was a significant
reason for their giving to the organization. Three respondents began their giving
because of their volunteer role as an Annual Giving Coordinator. One
respondent stated, "l could not ask others to give until lgave a contribution

myself." Two respondents began their gift giving to Girl Scouts because of their
leadership role on staff. Five respondents began their gift giving to Girl Scouts
because of their participation on the board. One board respondent shared "l felt

that I had a responsibility to give a 9ift."
When asked if they had any advice for women in gift giving, three women
shared their advice. All three women referenced the importance of finding an
organization that is meaningful to a personal value. One of the respondents
states, "Give where things are a value and have meaning to you. lget several

I

JJ

giving requests from different organizations but it has to be meaningful in order
for me to give a significant gift."

Volun

rino
ln the area of volunteering, women were asked to share their experiences

in volunteering at GSCSCV? When did you start? Why GSCSCV? What

motivated you to volunteer at GSCSCV? Has it changed over time? How do you

feel about your giving efforts to GSCSCV? What suggestions or advice would
you give other women about volunteering at GSCSCV?
Six out of ten women responded in similar ways that they volunteer at

GSCSCV because they believe in the value of the all-girl environment. Out of
those six responses, two also mentioned they benefit as female adults through
having opportunities to learn and also share their talents with others. For
example, one respondent shares her viewpoint that, "l believe in what the

organization does for girls. I understand the benefits it provides to girls and
young women. I want to create a better world. It is an opportunity to share my

talents, stay active and involved."
When the participants were asked what motivates them to volunteer at
GSCSCV, four of the respondents were able to identify their motivating factors.

One respondent shared that Girl Scouting was so much a part of her life as a
young girl that volunteering as an adult Girl Scout'Just happened". Another
respondent shared that she has met some of her best friends in Girl Scouts;

giving has provided her an opportunity to collaborate with other women. Two
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respondents shared that it was a priority in their schedules to be involved as a
Girl Scout volunteer. They were committed to their troop of Girl Scouts, and if
necessary, they would re-arrange their schedules to meet the needs of the girls.
The following is an excerpt from an interuiew with one of the Girl Scout
volunteers:
It has been fun and magical to be part of a troop for so many years.
The role that these girls have played in my life and what they have taught
me to let go of... And it even gave me the excuse to play once in awhile.
Working 60-80 hours a week, but on the Friday afternoons when I had a
Girl Scout troop meeting - I knew there were no excuses, I had to Ieave
work for the troop meetings. I recall the Friday afternoon when we were
experimenting with oatmeal facials - oh did that feel good. The benefits
of Girl Scouts are amazing and the opportunities that it gave me to learn
as an adult were wonderful skill building techniques. Girl Scouts has
benefited me as much as it has the girls.

When the ten participants were asked if they had any advice for women in
volunteering, four women shared advice. Two women talked about the

impodance of getting involved at GSCSCV because it gives volunteers an
opportunity "to feel the direct sense of the program and the benefits that Girl
Scouts has to offer." One individual shares "you just know in your heart if Girl
Scouts is meant for you." Another participant stated that her "advice to women
would be just because you know how doesn't mean you have to. We have lots of
skills and the ability to know doesn't mean that is where the time and talent of the

individual has to be spent. Volunteering should be fun and something that you
really enjoy doing. Not something you do because you have

to.

Having fun

while you volunteer is essential, if you are going to give your time and talent."
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Leadership
With respect to leadership, women were asked the following questions:
Tell me about your leadership experiences at GSCSCV. What roles have you
played in the organization? How has it changed over time? How do you feel
about your leadership efforts at GSCSCV? What suggestions or advice would
you give other women about being in a leadership role at GSCSCV?
There were two themes that appeared among the responses. Four out of

ten responded that while in their leadership role, forming strong and good
working relationships were very important. Following is a quote from one of the
respondents, "it is important to have a good team and form good working
relationsh ips."

The second theme identified in many of the responses was the reference
to affect change as their leadership motive. Four out of ten responded that they
saw themselves as a change agent while in their leadership role. The following
is a comment from one of the participants: "My push to be involved in the
organization was to make change. lwas looking to organize a strategic process
and getting others involved in making change happen around me to better the
growth of the organization."

Two respondents did not share an in-depth response to their Ieadership

involvement. One of these individuals shared that her Ieadership role has given
her a "whole different perspective of Girl Scouts and what kinds of things can be

done in the powerful leadership of women." The second individual did not have a
response about her motivation for being in a leadership role.
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When asked if these women had any advice for other women in
leadership, six women shared their advice. All six women referenced the same
message for advice, but expressed it in a variety of different ways. The
reoccurring piece of advice the respondents had for other women is if you want

to lead, get involved. One participant stated her advice for others "would be to
gain leadership experiences by seeking them out and take opportunities that will
enrich your life experiences. Take the initiative to inquire. Take opportunities to
be on task groups, projects, and pay close attention beyond your own immediate
circle of opportunities. Be aware of what you need to do to tie into new circles."

Philanthropy
Finally, the participants were asked about the costs and benefits of

philanthropy. Specifically, they were asked: How have you benefited from your
philanthropic activities - learned or grown - because of opportunities at

GSCSCV? What are the personal costs of engaging in philanthropy at
GSCSCV?
Six out of the ten participants responded that the mission, Girl Scout

values, and/or the solid history of the organization had an intense impact in their
reasoning for being philanthropically involved in the Girl Scout organization. Five
of the ten participants also responded that they really enjoy their involvement in

the Girl Scout organization and feel good about their philanthropic activity. Three
of the ten respondents shared that they value philanthropy and it is just natural
for them to be involved. One individual stated, "Philanthropy needs to be a part
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of everything that you do

- it just comes natural to me." Another participant

responded, "You know the saying

- once a Girl Scout always

a Girl Scout, so

I

guess philanthropy in Girl Scouts has given me the opportunity of just being who
I am today." Another individual commented, "l learned a lot about what time and

money can do to make a difference for an organization especially when you can
leverage your money with the money of others - I am touching the lives of 20,000
girls."
Only two out of the ten respondents identified that they felt a personal cost
in reference to their philanthropic engagement with the organization. Their

comments both reflected the leadership and volunteer role they played in the
organization, sharing their gift of time: "Sometimes I struggled with the time it has
taken away from my family and it has been a balancing act and remembering to
just do the best I could."

CONGLUSIONS
Throughout the interview process many commonalities can be identified.
Each of the women that were interviewed have contributed greatly to Girl

Scouting in all the facets of philanthropy. They all expressed self-confidence,
were knowledgeable about their gift giving decisions and shared a deep sense of
personal connection with Girl Scouting. They each expressed an understanding
about their financial commitment to the Girl Scout organization that coincided
with their commitment to volunteer and/or take on a significant leadership role in

the organization. lt was evident that the ten women interviewed, give to
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GSCSCV because they believe in the mission. These ten women philanthropists
are role models and examples to future philanthropists in Girl Scouting.
This case study intended to examine the motivating factors of women's
giving in time, money and leadership to the GSCSCV. The findings from this
study are clearly consistent with the Sx C's of Women's Giving (Shaw & Taylor,
1ees).

Women philanthropists at the GSCSCV passionately identified with four
out of the six motivating factors as reasons for giving their time, leadership and
money:

1.

These women are in a leadership or volunteer position and give to

the GSCSCV organization because they have an interest in the
mission and want to affect change and "make a differerlce" in the
life of a girl.

2.

These women clearly want to give back to the program that
benefited them as a young girl and/or they want to ensure the same
positive and fun learning experiences are created for other girls.

3.

lt was evident through the interviews that these women clearly felt

connected to the Gir! Scout organization because of their past
experiences as a girl connecting with role-models and/or they felt
welcomed and connected to the organization through their
volunteer and/or leadership role.
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4.

Because of their volunteer and/or leadership involvement in the
organization, they all expressed a strong commitment to the Girl

Scout mission.
Based on the responses I received from the ten women interviewed, the
last two motivating factors collaborate and celebrate were not identified as

concentrated motivating factors based on their responses. Only a few of the
respondents identified that collaborating with other women in the organization

was an important motivating factor for their philanthropic involvement at

GSCSCV. lnterestingly, not one respondent shared that her giving, volunteering,
or leading was motivated because of the need to celebrate.
Hearing the personal stories of these women has left a strong impression

on me. This experience has made a significant contribution to my education.
Learning about the motivating factors and giving behaviors of women has

inspired me to continue researching the topic of women and philanthropy. As a
fundraiser I am committed to helping women find meaning in their giving efforts,
to examine their values and explore organizations in which they feel the need to
change, create, connect, commit, collaborate and/or celebrate.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
ln order to help further women's influence in philanthropy and grow the
awareness of women donors it is necessary for research and education to

continue in this subject area. There were four characteristics of this case study
that limited the generalizability of the findings. First, the results are specific to
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only one organization, GSCSCV. Second, the small sample size of ten
participants, limits the ability to generalize. Third, the interview questions were
designed to create dialogue between the researcher and interuiewer. Some
participants shared very limited information in their response. Fourth, the
inexperience of the interviewer and her familiarity to the respondents may have
effected the results.
Because of the limited availability of empirical evidence, it is extremely
important to encourage additional research efforts on this topic. lt is critical for

those in the development field to continue seeking evidence of both historic and
current examples of effective philanthropy by women. We cannot ignore the
potential of what women's philanthropy has to offer.
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If this study is part of a program or center grant, provide the title

and principal investigator:

none

9. Is this research subject to review by another internal committee of the College?
_x_ No _ Yes: If yes, attach documentation of approval.
Q^o.iffr.

or with a cooperating organization, e.g., schools,
clinics, community agencies, etc.?
_x_ No _ Yes: If yes, provide written documentation of approval from that institution.

10. Is this research conducted at another location

Specify:_ none

CHECK REVIEW CATEGORY BELOW:
11.

_

This research requires full review by the Institutional Review Board.

12. x

Expedited Review (see Application Information on page ii): This research fits the precise
requirements of category _#g_of
the expedited review provision of 45 CFR 46.1 10." The
research could be considered of "minimal risk" to participants based on those guidelines.

13._

Exemption category: (See Application Information on pages iii and iv.): This research fits the
category of the exemption categories of 45 CFR 46.101(b).

precise requirements of

Exempt applications only catagories 4-6:
Exempt Category #4: Pathological Specimens
All pathological specimens should be stripped of identifiable information prior to use. Describe the source
of the specimens. How will they be obtained? If not obtained by the principal investigator, then by whom?

Exempt Category #5: Public Service programs
In addition to the information provided under abstract, above, provide documentation or cooperation from
the public agency involved in the research.

Exempt Category #6: Taste Testing
Food ingredients must be at or below the levels found to be safe by federal regulatory agencies. Describe
the food to be tested and provide assurance that these conditions are met.
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14.Lay Summary
The purpose of this is to inform the IRB about your research in order to assess its risks and benefits.
Describe your research project using lay language--language understood by a person unfamiliar with the
area of research. Include your research question and methods to be used (hypothesis and methodology).
Provide the justification for the research (what is the need or problem being addressed by the study, why
this research should be done). Describe in detail the tasks subjects will be asked to complete/what subjects
will be asked to do.

INTRODUCTION
Women have been involved in volunteering for charities and giving of their time, and valuables to non-

profit organizations for decades. Women's role in philanthropy is not anything new. Throughout history rn
the United States, women have led the way in creating philanthropic tradition especially within the Girl
Scout organization. As times are changing, philanthropic ways are also changing.

Increasingly, women in every race and ethnicity are moving into professional roles and leadership

positions. Many women today are business owners, doctors, and leaders rn the community. Women are
holding leadership positions in profit and non-profit organizations. Consequently, this larger portion of
women expands beyond those women that are philanthropist because of inherited wealth. As these
business women are moving into decision-making and leadership roles within their corporations or
organizations, they are joining the upper ranks in philanthropy.

STATEMEI{T OF THE PROBLEM
Clearly, women are increasingly joining the upper ranks in philanthropy. Therefore, we have a need to
focus on women as major donors, their philanthropic role, and the impact it has on the organization and
community. This case study is needed to determine what women leaders in philanthropic roles have to
share about their giving history, their motivating factors to give and the impact their philanthropic role has
on human service organizations and beyond into the community.

PURPOSES OF STUDY
The purpose of this case study is to explore leadership characteristics of women and their philanthropic
roles at the Girl Scout Council of St. Croix Valley. By doing this study I will learn about the importance
focusing on women as major donors and the impact that philanthropy has on organizations and the
community. I will do this research by interviewing women philanthropist that participate at Girl Scout
Council of St. Croix Valley.

PROCEDURES FOR THE PARTICIPANT
Participant must agree to sign the consent form. Participant must be willing to participate in an interview
session with me as the researcher. Participant must be open to answering interview questions openly and
honestly about their giving history, motives for giving, volunteer information, and identifying any
information that will be beneficial to the study. The participants' names will be kept anonymous for the
purposes of this study.

of
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15.

Subject Population
a. Number: Male_ Female_l0_

b. Age Range: _20-to
c. Location of Subjects:

Total_l0_
d.

_80_

Special Characteristics:

(Check all that apply)

(Check all that apply)
children
elementary / secondary schools
outpatients
hospitals and clinics

inpatients

x

college students
other special institutions: specify:

prisons/tralfway house
patient controls
adult volunteers

s

Family service agencies/social service agencies

_x
e

_ other specify: adult community leaders/philanthropis t

If research is conducted off-campus, written documentation of approvaVcooperation from that
outside agency (school, clinic, etc.) should accompany this application. Be sure all levels with this
authority within the agency/organization have given approval.

Agency: Gul Scout Council of St. Croix Valley
Name and title of agency representative:
f.

_Audrey Kintzi: Chief

Advancement Officer

Describe how subjects will be identified or recruited. Attach recruitment information, i.e.,
advertisements, bulletin board notices, recruitment letters, etc.

Subjects will be identified as members, donors, and volunteers of the Girl Scout Council of St. Croix
Valley. They will be identified by the agency representative for approval to contact these women that

are

involved in the GSCSCV organization.

o

are chosen from records, indicate who gave approval for the use of the records. If these
are private medical recording agency records, or sfudent records, provide the protocol for securing

If subjects

consent of the subjects of the records and approval from the custodian of the records.

No private records will be used.

h,

Who will make the initial contact with the subject? Describe how contact is made.
is verhal, provide the specific script to be used.

Researcher
1

will contact the subject by phone and then

If recruitment

send the consent form.

Will subjects receive inducements before, or rewards after the study? If yes, explain how and when
they will be distributed.

None
J

None

If subjects are school children, and class time is used to collect data, describe in detail the activity
planned for non-participants. Who will supervise those children? (This information should be
included in the consent form.)
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16.

Risks to participation: (check all that apply)

_x_

use of private records (medical, agency or educational records);
possible invasion of privacy of subject or famrly;
manipulation of psychological or social variables such as sensory deprivation,
social isolation, psychological stresses;
any probing for personal or sensitive information in surveys or interviews;
use of deception as part of experimental protocol; the protocol must include a
"debriefing procedure" which will be followed upon completion of the study,
or withdrawal of the subjects. Provide this protocol for IRB review;
presentation of materials which subjects might consider offensive, threatening, or

degradrng;
other risks: specify:

The study has minimal risks:
In May 2003, this study will be presented to my colleagues at Augsburg College. Participants' names will
be kept confidential. This study wilt be kept in the library at Augshurg College. There are no physical or
psychological risks that should result from the participants' participation in this study. There will be no
payment received for participation in this study. Due to the small sample of participants the researcher
cannot guarantee anonymity based on the information shared by participants'. The researcher can ensure
that names of the participants will not be identified in the study or used in anyway.

Describe the precautions taken to minimize risks:
17

Benefits to participation:

List any anticipated direct benefits (money, or other incentives) to participation in this research
project. If none, state that fact here and in the consent form. Also, list indirect benefits to
participation (e.g., improved programs or policies; contribution to knowledge)
The participants' contributions to the study will help individuals learn from the message of the subject and
information provided in the study. The participants' conffibutions to the study will help individuals gain
information about philanthropy and leadership. The participants' contributions to the study will help
motivate individuals to be future philanthropist.

18.

Describe provisions made to maintain confidentiality of data:

A. How will

you disseminate results or findings? Who will receive copies of results and in
what form?

In order to provide mrnimal risk to the participants, names will not be identified in the study. The actual
hard copy of the interview records will be kept private and only used by the researcher. The tape recording
will only be used by the researcher for the purpose of this study and destroyed by December 1, 2003

B. Where will the raw data be kept and for how long?
The raw data and tape recording will be kept in the presence of the researcher. The information will be
destroyed after December 1, 2003
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C. What security provisions will be used? Who will have access to the collected data? If tapes
be transcribed by someone other than the researcher, how will confidentiality be assured?

will

Recording tape will only be used by researcher

D. Will data identifying the subjects be made available to anyone other than the principal
investigator, e.9., school officials, etc.?
_x_

No _Yes If yes, explain below and in the consent form.

The subjects names will be kept anonymous
E.

Will the data be part of the subject's chart or other pernanent record?
_x_ No _Yes If yes, explain.

F. Do you request a College box be assigned to you for the return of surveys?
_x_ No _Yes - I do not have a survey

G. Do you request a college voicemail number as a means of subjects/participants contacting you?
_x_ I,lo _Yes - I have provided my work and home phone number on the consent form.

19.

Informed consent process: Prepare and attach

a consent form or a consent letter:

A consent form is required for research involving risk, and for research where pernutnent record of
results are retained (including videotapes). Signatures of subject (and parent) are required.

A consent statement or letter to participant(s) may be used in surveys but

does not require the

signature of the subject. Provide text of consent statements read to study subjects, distributed to
participants prior to interviews or used as a cover sheet for a written survey.
See consent

20.

Consenting Process:

A.
I will

form attached.

Describe what will be said to the subjects to explain the research.

share with the participants the pu{pose, procedures, and benefits of the study to the participant.
Purpose shared with participant: As more and more women are moving into leadership roles in society,
they are increasingly joining the upper ranks in philanthropy. Therefore, the need of my study is to focus
on women as major donors and research their philanthropic roles of volunteering, giving, and leading. This
case study is needed to determine what women leaders in philanthropic roles have to share about their
giving, what are their motivating factors to give and the impact their philanthropic role has on human
service organizations and beyond into the community.
Procedures shared with participant: I will ask that you agree to sign the consent fornl participate in a
one hour taped interview session, your willingness to answer interview questions openly and honestly,
share your motives for giving, volunteer information, and willingness to be identified by name in the study
and for the study to be published.
Benefits shared with participant: Yow contribution to the study will help individuals learn from the
subject and information provided in the study. Your contribution to the study will help individuals gain
information about philanthropy and leadership. Your contribution to the study will help motivate other
girls and women to be future philanthropists.
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B. What specific questions will be asked to

assess the

participant's understanding?

Are you willing to participate in an interview session sharing information about yourself your volunteer,
leadership and giving history with the organization?

C. In relation to the actual data-gathering, when

will consent be obtained?

The consent form will be sent by mail or email before the rnterview process begins for the participant to
review and sign prior to the interview process. When we meet for the interview I will again review consent
before the interviewing process begins.

D. Will the investigator(s) be securing all of the informed consent? _x_ Yes
name the specific individuals who

will obtain informed consent.

_

No If no,
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APPENDIX B: IRB APPROVAL LETTER:
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:

A Gase Study of Women and their Philanthropic Role at Girl Scouts

GIFT GIVING
Tell me about your experiences in gift giving at GSCSCV? When did you
start? Why GSCSCV? What motivates/inspires you to give to GSCSCV?
Has it changed over time? How do you feel about your giving efforts to
GSCSCV? What suggestions or advice would you give other women
about gift giving to GSCSCV?

e

VOLUNTEERING
Tell me about your experiences in volunteering at GSCSCV? When did
you start? Why GSCSCV? What motivated you to volunteer at GSCSCV?
Has it changed over time? How do you feel about your giving efforts to
GSCSCV? What suggestions or advice would you give other women
about volunteering at GSCSCV?

r

LEADERSHIP
Tell me about your leadership experiences at GSCSCV? What roles have
you played in the organization? How has it changed over time? How do
you feel about your leadership efforts at GSCSCV? What suggestions or
advice would you give other women about being in a leadership role at
GSCSCV?

.

PHILANTHOPY
How have you benefited from your philanthropic activities
grown - because of opportunities at GSCSCV?

.
o

-

learned or

What are the personal costs of engaging in philanthropy at GSCSCV?
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APPENDIX D: GONSENT FORM
A Case Study of Women and their Philanthropic Role at Girl Scouts
You are invited to be in a research study reviewing the philanthropic role of
women leaders in human service organizations. You were selected as a
possible participant because of your leadership role and involvement in one of
America's Top 100 Charities. I ask that you read this consent form and please
ask any questions you may have before agreeing to participate.
This study is being conducted by Stephanie Pommier as part of my master's
project in Leadership at Augsburg College in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Backgrou nd lnformation :
The purpose of this case study is to explore donor characteristics of women and
what inspires women to participate in philanthropy at Girl Scouts. By doing this
study, I will learn about the importance of focusing on women as major donors
and the impact that philanthropy has on Girl Scouts. I will do this research by
interviewing women involved in volunteer, leadership and donor roles at Girl
Scouts.

Procedures:
lf you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following things.
. Agree to participate and sign this consent form.
. Participate in an interview session with the researcher.
. Willingly and openly answer interview questions about yourself, your
motives for giving, leading, and volunteering.

.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The study has minimal risks.
r In May 2003, this study will be presented to my colleagues at Augsburg
College in which your name will remain anonymous. lnformation from the
study will be shared.
. This study will be kept in the library at Augsburg College in which your
name will be anonymous.
. There are no physical or psychological risks associated with this study.
. At any time during the research process you may exclude yourself and
information you provided from the study.
. You will not receive any payment for your participation in this study.
. Because of the small sample size of participants - your name will remain
anonymous but I cannot guarantee anonymity based on the information or
stories you share that will be entered into the study.
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The study has indirect benefits:
Your contribution to the study will help individuals learn from your
experience and the information you provide.
Your contribution to the study will help individuals gain information about
philanthropy and leadership.
Your contribution to the study will help motivate individuals to be future
philanthropist.

'
.
.

Gonfidentiality:
Your name will not be identified with the information that you provide. The
hard copy of the interview records for this study will be kept private and only
used by the researcher. During the interview I would like to use a tape
recorder so that I can reference back to our interview. This tape will be used
only by the researcherfor the purposes of this study. This tape recording and
any raw data will be destroyed by December 1, 2003.

Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future
relations with the researcher or Augsburg College. lf you decide to
participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without affecting those
relationships.

Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Stephanie Pommier. You may ask
any questions you have now. lf you have questions later you may contact me
at 651-251-1235 or advisor Velma Lashbrook 952-937-8100.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.

Statement of Gonsent:
I have read the above information or have had it read to me. I have received
answers to questions asked. I consent to participate in the study.

sig natu re

Date

Signature of
investig ator

Date

Augsburg College
Lindell Ubrary
Minneapolis, MN 55454

